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Interpreting the behavior of the NICS\textsubscript{zz} by resolving in orbitals, sign and positions
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Abstract

The \textit{zz} component of the Nucleus Independent Chemical Shift or the NICS\textsubscript{zz} is commonly used as a quantifier of the (anti)aromatic character of a (sub)system. One of the underlying assumptions is that a position can be found where the ‘aromatic’ ring currents are adequately reflected in the corresponding NICS\textsubscript{zz} value. However, as the NICS\textsubscript{zz} is the result of an integration over the entire space, it no longer explicitly contains the information needed to quantify the separate contributions arising from underlying current density patterns. In this study, we will show that these contributions can be revealed by resolving the NICS\textsubscript{zz} into orbitals, sign and positions. Our analysis of benzene in terms of these resolutions shows that the same underlying current density can lead to highly complex shielding patterns that vary greatly depending on the position of the NICS\textsubscript{zz}-probe. As such, our results indicate that any analysis solely based on NICS\textsubscript{zz}-values can lead to results that are difficult to interpret, even if the system under study is considered to be well-known.
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The \( zz \) component of the Nucleus Independent Chemical Shift or the NICS\( zz \) is commonly used as a quantifier of (anti)aromaticity. Given that a NICS\( zz \)-value is only a single scalar value, the interpretation of the NICS\( zz \) in terms of the underlying current density patterns is not straightforward. In this paper, we will show that relevant contributions can be revealed by resolving the NICS\( zz \) into orbitals, sign and positions.
INTRODUCTION

Although the term ‘aromaticity’ has become common in chemical thought, finding a theoretical correspondence starting from quantum mechanics has proven difficult. Currently, a multitude of criteria exist, which do not always lead to the same conclusions. One of these criteria is the magnetic criterion, which is based on London’s observation that an unsaturated ring can sustain an induced ring current in the presence of a uniform magnetic field perpendicular to the molecular plane. The quantum chemical calculation of these ring current densities was made possible by, among others, the contributions from Pople and Keith and Bader.

Once such a current density has been calculated, it can be analyzed for aromatic behavior in two ways. On the one hand, the induced current density may be evaluated directly, typically by visualizing the vector fields itself. On the other hand, indirect quantities such as magnetic shielding, magnetizability, and chemical shifts can be derived from the underlying current density. Of these quantities, the ‘Nucleus Independent Chemical Shift’ or the NICS is one of the most popular criteria.

The NICS is usually sampled with a probe or “ghost atom” at a single reference position and corresponds to the (scaled) negative of the trace of the magnetic shielding density tensor . Although, for aromatic monocyclic compounds, the probe was originally positioned at the center of the ring, concerns about the contributions of shielding density components that are not implied in the phenomenon of aromaticity have spurred the development of variants of the NICS. Common approaches include varying the position of the probe, selecting only one component of the shielding density tensor, and/or dissecting the NICS into its orbital contributions. Of these approaches, the combination of selecting only the -component of the NICS and sampling at 1 Å above the ring center has gained popularity. It is common to denote any NICS sampled at a given vertical distance x Å to the molecular plane as NICS(x), with the distance x in round brackets. As such, the most popular NICS descriptor is designated as NICS(1).

The underlying assumption that all information concerning aromatic character can be reflected by a single measure has been criticized severely. In an attempt to address
this criticism, 2-dimensional NICS scans\textsuperscript{39–41} and 3-dimensional contour surfaces of the NICS and related magnetic indices\textsuperscript{42–46} have been designed. As we have shown recently\textsuperscript{47}, an important observation in this respect is that there exist many-to-one mappings between ring current densities and NICS\textsubscript{zz}-values. This is a direct consequence of the fact that the NICS\textsubscript{zz} tries to reduce the complicated magnetic behavior of the system to a single number. Moreover, contrary to intuition, increasing the number of points in which the NICS\textsubscript{zz} is sampled does not alleviate this problem\textsuperscript{47}.

Given that the NICS\textsubscript{zz} is a single scalar value, the interpretation of the NICS\textsubscript{zz}-value in terms of this current density is not straightforward. As such, it remains unclear which parts of the current density influence the value of the NICS\textsubscript{zz} sampled at a certain position and to what extent.

Jameson and Buckingham noted that the magnetic shielding tensor $\sigma(r_R)$ at a reference position $r_R$ is obtained by integrating the magnetic shielding density tensor $\Sigma(r; r_R)$\textsuperscript{48,49}

$$\sigma(r_R) = \int \Sigma(r; r_R) \, dr .$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

As was shown by Lazzeretti and coworkers in the context of nuclear shieldings, the resulting shielding density function are useful to determine regions where shielding-deshielding mechanisms take place and to analyze the contribution by different domains of the current density\textsuperscript{50–54}. In the theoretical section, we will exploit the relation of the NICS to $\sigma$ to define the ‘Nucleus Independent Chemical Shift Density’ or the NICSD (and its $zz$-component, the NICSD\textsubscript{zz})

$$\text{NICS}(r_R) = \int \text{NICSD}(r; r_R) \, dr ,$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

which resolves the NICS in space. By combining this NICSD\textsubscript{zz} with resolutions into orbitals and/or sign, we obtain quantities that express the contributions of relevant current density patterns to the NICS\textsubscript{zz}.
METHODOLOGY

Theory

In order to clearly indicate the relation between the NICS\(_{zz}\) and its resolutions, we will briefly review the necessary theoretical constructs as introduced by Jameson and Buckingham\(^{48,49}\). A current density vector field \(\mathbf{J}^{\text{ext}}(\mathbf{r})\) is magnetically induced by a uniform external magnetic vector field \(\mathbf{B}^{\text{ext}}\). As described in the law of Biot-Savart, this induced field \(\mathbf{J}^{\text{ext}}(\mathbf{r})\) determines the induced magnetic vector field \(\mathbf{B}^{\text{ind}}(\mathbf{r}_R)\) at a reference position \(\mathbf{r}_R\)^{55}

\[
\mathbf{B}^{\text{ind}}(\mathbf{r}_R) = \int \frac{\mu_0 \mathbf{J}^{\text{ext}}(\mathbf{r}) \times (\mathbf{r}_R - \mathbf{r})}{||\mathbf{r}_R - \mathbf{r}||^3} d\mathbf{r} ,
\]

with \(\mu_0\) the permeability of free space. The induced magnetic vector field \(\mathbf{B}^{\text{ind}}(\mathbf{r}_R)\) at the reference position \(\mathbf{r}_R\) is related to the uniform external magnetic vector field \(\mathbf{B}^{\text{ext}}\) through the magnetic shielding tensor field \(\mathbf{\sigma}(\mathbf{r}_R)\)

\[
\mathbf{B}^{\text{ind}}(\mathbf{r}_R) = -\mathbf{\sigma}(\mathbf{r}_R) \cdot \mathbf{B}^{\text{ext}} ,
\]

where \(\mathbf{\sigma}(\mathbf{r}_R)\) is given by

\[
\mathbf{\sigma}_{\alpha\beta}(\mathbf{r}_R) = -\int \frac{\mu_0}{4\pi} \epsilon_{\alpha\beta\gamma} \frac{(\mathbf{r}_R\beta - \mathbf{r}_\beta)}{||\mathbf{r}_R - \mathbf{r}||^3} \mathbf{J}^{\text{ext},\gamma}(\mathbf{r}) d\mathbf{r} ,
\]

with \(\epsilon_{\alpha\beta\gamma}\) the Levi-Civita tensor with implied Einstein summation and \(\mathbf{J}^{\text{ext},\gamma}(\mathbf{r})\) the \(\gamma\)-component of the current density tensor

\[
\mathbf{J}^{\text{ext},\gamma}(\mathbf{r}) = \frac{\partial}{\partial B^{\text{ext},\gamma}_\gamma} J^{\text{ext}}_\gamma (\mathbf{r}) .
\]

The quantity inside the integrand of equation (5) is called the (Jameson-Buckingham) magnetic shielding density tensor field \(\Sigma^{52,56,57}\). From equation (5) it follows that the \(zz\)-component of this tensor field is given by

\[
\Sigma_{zz}(\mathbf{r}; \mathbf{r}_R) = -\frac{\mu_0}{4\pi} \frac{(\mathbf{r}_R\gamma - \mathbf{r}_\gamma) \mathbf{J}^{\text{ext},\gamma}(\mathbf{r}) - (\mathbf{r}_R\alpha - \mathbf{r}_\alpha) \mathbf{J}^{\text{ext},\alpha}(\mathbf{r})}{||\mathbf{r}_R - \mathbf{r}||^3} .
\]

By determining \(\mathbf{\sigma}\) at the nuclei in the nuclear framework, we can obtain theoretical predictions for experimentally measurable magnetic shieldings. In the NICS-methodology, a virtual core is used, which does not influence the shielding itself and which allows one to probe the
entire induced magnetic field. The underlying idea is that there exist reference positions for
which the magnetic shielding of this probe provide correspondences with the phenomena of
aromaticity and anti-aromaticity. Furthermore, in order to enhance the correspondence with
NMR chemical shifts, the NICS is defined as the (scaled) negative trace of $\sigma$

$$\text{NICS}(r_R) = -\frac{1}{3} \left[ \sigma_{xx}(r_R) + \sigma_{yy}(r_R) + \sigma_{zz}(r_R) \right]. \quad (8)$$

The associated NICS$_{zz}$ is equal to the negative $\sigma_{zz}(r_R)$ component.

In the spirit of the ideas of Jameson and Buckingham, we can define the ‘Nucleus Inde-
pendent Chemical Shift Density’ or the NICSD as

$$\text{NICSD}(r;r_R) = -\frac{1}{3} \left[ \Sigma_{xx}(r;r_R) + \Sigma_{yy}(r;r_R) + \Sigma_{zz}(r;r_R) \right], \quad (9)$$

and its associated $zz$-component NICSD$_{zz}(r;r_R)$

$$\text{NICSD}_{zz}(r;r_R) = \frac{\mu_0}{4\pi} \frac{(r_R y - r_y) J_x^{\text{ext},z}(r) - (r_R x - r_x) J_y^{\text{ext},z}(r)}{||r_R - r||^3}. \quad (10)$$

An immediate consequence of using this underlying scalar density field is that we can
separate this field into its shielding (negative) and deshielding (positive) contributions by
sign resolving the field

$$\text{NICSD}_{zz}(r;r_R) = \text{NICSD}_{zz}(r;r_R) \delta \left[ \text{NICSD}_{zz}(r;r_R) < 0 \right] \quad (11)$$

$$\text{NICSD}_{zz}^+(r;r_R) = \text{NICSD}_{zz}(r;r_R) \delta \left[ \text{NICSD}_{zz}(r;r_R) > 0 \right], \quad (12)$$

where $\delta$ denotes a generalized Dirac delta function, which is equal to one only if the condition
inside square brackets is satisfied. We note that we can also define the sign-resolved NICS$_{zz}^-$
and NICS$_{zz}^+$ by integrating over their respective sign-resolved NICSD$_{zz}^-$ and NICSD$_{zz}^+$-fields

$$\text{NICS}_{zz}^\pm(r_R) = \int \text{NICSD}_{zz}^\pm(r;r_R) d\mathbf{r}. \quad (13)$$

A decomposition of the current density tensor into its orbital contributions can also be echoed
in the NICSD$_{zz}$. In line with the research done by Steiner and Fowler$^{58}$, the ipsocentric
gauge distribution of the CTOCD-DZ method allows the total current density tensor to be
decomposed as the sum of orbital contributions. For the aromatic system we will study
(benzene), three orbital-subsystems are conventionally taken into account: the inner shells
(core), the σ system and the π system. For each of these orbital-resolved currents, we can define an associated orbital resolved NICSD$_{zz}$-field, in this case NICSD$^{\text{core}}_{zz}$, NICSD$^{\sigma}_{zz}$ and NICSD$^{\pi}_{zz}$. For instance, the NICSD$^{\pi}_{zz}$ can be defined as

$$
\text{NICSD}_{zz}^{\pi}(r; r_R) = \frac{\mu_0}{4\pi} \frac{(r_{Ry} - r_y)J_{x}^{\text{ext},z,\pi}(r) - (r_{Rx} - r_x)J_{y}^{\text{ext},z,\pi}(r)}{||r_R - r||^3},
$$

with $J_{x}^{\text{ext},z,\pi}$ the current density tensor associated with the π-system consisting of the sum of all π-orbital contributions.

$$
J_{x}^{\text{ext},z,\pi} = \sum_{n \in \pi} J_{x}^{\text{ext},z,n}
$$

We note that we can again sign-resolve these fields into NICSD$^{\text{core},\pm}_{zz}$, NICSD$^{\sigma,\pm}_{zz}$, NICSD$^{\pi,\pm}_{zz}$ (see equation 12) and that we can obtain the sign-resolved NICS$^{\pm}_{zz}$ by integrating over these fields NICSD$^{\text{core},\pm}_{zz}$, NICSD$^{\sigma,\pm}_{zz}$, and NICSD$^{\pi,\pm}_{zz}$ (see equation 13).

### Computational details

We fully optimized benzene at the Hartree-Fock level with the 6-311g(d) basis set with the Gaussian16 code$^{59}$, followed by analytical frequency calculations to ensure a true minimum. We calculated the ipso-centric current density maps$^{24,58}$ at the coupled perturbed Hartree-Fock level in the 6-311g+(d) basis, using the GAMESS-UK package$^{60}$ linked to SYMOSO$^{61}$. The resulting current density was specified on a regular grid, centered on the molecular center of benzene, with a width of 12 au and a step size of $\frac{1}{12}$ au, in accordance with the fine grid implemented in the Gaussian16 standalone utility cubegen. All visualizations were obtained by interfacing with the Matplotlib Python package$^{62}$. We note that all (non-orbital resolved) NICSD$_{\alpha,\beta}$-fields, with $\{\alpha,\beta\} = \{x, y, z\}$, can also be obtained in Gaussian cube format by passing the appropriate ‘ShieldingDensity’ keyword to the cubegen utility, which is included in Gaussian16.

### RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, we will apply the framework derived in the theoretical section to the study of benzene, a prototypical aromatic molecule. In order to relate the behavior of the NICS$_{zz}$ at
different reference positions, we will use the scan methodology introduced by Stanger\textsuperscript{40,41}, where the reference position is set at regular intervals along either the x, y, or z-axis. The orientation of these axes with respect to the benzene molecule is depicted in figure 1.

![Figure 1: Orientation of the x, y, and z axis relative to the benzene model.](image)

**Z-scan**

It has already been widely discussed in the literature that the NICS\textsubscript{zz} does not depend purely on the $\pi$ system but also on other magnetic shielding contributions due to local circulations of electrons in $\sigma$-bonds, lone pairs and core electrons\textsuperscript{6,25,63}. A widely accepted technique to reduce the contribution of the $\sigma$ and core orbital systems is increasing the distance from the probe to the center of benzene, since the effects of the $\pi$ orbital system are assumed to taper off at a much slower rate\textsuperscript{41}. Such reasoning has lead to the recommendation of moving the probe to a distance of 1 Å (1.88 au) above the ring center, where the $\pi$ orbitals have their maximum density\textsuperscript{31}. It is assumed that at this height the induced magnetic field as measured by the NICS\textsubscript{zz} is made up primarily of contributions of the $\pi$ system.

The orbital-resolved NICS\textsubscript{zz} along the z axis seems to support this reasoning (Fig. 2(a)). Around 1 Å (1.88 au) the contributions of the orbital resolved NICS$^\sigma$\textsubscript{zz} and NICS$^\text{core}$\textsubscript{zz} are negligible, rendering the NICS\textsubscript{zz} essentially equal to the NICS$^\pi$\textsubscript{zz}. However, if we resolve these orbital contributions in sign (Fig. 2(b)), we observe that a negligible NICS$^\sigma$\textsubscript{zz} contribution does not indicate that the $\sigma$ system has no impact on the NICS\textsubscript{zz} value; rather, it indicates that the NICS$^\sigma$\textsubscript{zz}$^+$ and NICS$^\sigma$\textsubscript{zz}$^-$ contributions happen to cancel each other at that height.
This cancellation is the result of the NICS$^{\sigma,+}_{zz}$ contribution dying of at a much faster rate than the NICS$^{\sigma,-}_{zz}$ contribution. The latter continues to have a non-negligible contribution at large heights above the molecular plane, indicating that $\sigma$ contributions are not short-ranged. Furthermore, although the NICS$^{\text{core}}_{zz}$ contribution is essentially zero over the entire range of the scan, its sign resolution shows that this value consists of two separate contributions when close to the molecular plane. As such, a NICS$_{zz}$ contribution that remains constant can hide a different (sign-resolved) behavior.

We can gain more insight into these results if we inspect the NICS$_{zz}$ associated density field, the NICSD$_{zz}$. As this is a three-dimensional scalar field, we will visualize this field using several plotting planes, the orientation of which is illustrated in Fig. 3. In each cut-plane, the NICSD$_{zz}$-field is visualized using a diverging colormap, with negative values in blue and positive values in red, where the maximum and minimum values are capped at 1 and -1 ppm respectively. To aid visualization, isocontour lines are also plotted at $\pm 10^i$ with $i \in \{3, 2, \ldots, -3, -4\}$. The NICSD$_{zz}$ profiles are given for the total current density as well as for the orbital resolved current densities in figure 4. Fig. 4(a) depicts the fields for a probe positioned in the molecular plane (or $r_R = (0.0, 0.0, 0.0)$) whereas Fig. 4(b) contains the fields for a probe positioned at $r_R = (0.0, 0.0, 2.0 \text{ au})$. These profiles reveal...
that intricate density profiles give rise to the NICS$_{zz}$ with non-negligible contributions from many regions that are traditionally not associated with aromaticity. As such, the negligible contribution of the NICS$_{zz}^{core}$ is built up from six local atomic circulation that give rise to shielding and deshielding spikes of similar magnitude. These shielding and deshielding spikes are proportionally reduced by increasing the height from the molecular plane.

The lack of positive contributions to the NICS$_{πzz}$ is reflected in the NICSD$_{πzz}$. Another striking feature is that although both π ring-currents on either side of the molecular plane are reflected in the NICSD$_{πzz}$ field, an increase in the height of the probe leads to a drastic reduction in the shielding density associated with the lower ring-current. This gives an indication why no minimum can be found in the scan profile of the NICS$_{πzz}$, despite the probe being placed closer to the density of the upper π ring-current. This interpretation seems to be in line with the studies of Juselius and Sundholm and Pelloni and Lazzeretti, where the (single) ring current model is shown to yield insight into the NICS$_{πzz}$ value for high probe positions.

The NICSD$_{σzz}$ is highly complex, with features from both the carbon-carbon and carbon-hydrogen bonds. Furthermore, these features have contributions even at high altitudes above the molecular plane. Most importantly, the features of the σ system remain clearly visible in the NICSD$_{zz}$ profile, even if the distance of the probe to the molecular plane is increased.

We can reduce the complexity contained in the NICSD$_{zz}$ by integrating over ‘slices’ of space, with each slice a rectangular volume parallel to the xy-plane with a thickness of
Figure 4: Collection of cut planes at \( r_z = -0.5, 0.0, 0.5, 1.0 \) and 1.5 au, through the NICSD\(_{zz}\) field, equation 10, and the orbital resolved variants, as in equation 14, associated with probes positioned along the z-axis at \((0,0, r_{Rz})\). Blue regions indicate negative shielding contributions, whereas red regions indicate positive shielding contributions. Dashed contour lines denote negative values, solid contour lines positive values. Contour values are plotted at \( \pm 10^i \) with \( i \in \{3, 2, \ldots, -3, -4\} \).

\[ \Delta = \frac{1}{12} \text{ au}. \]

As such, the shift contribution \( \text{NICS}_{zz}^{\pm \Delta}(h) \) of such a slice at a given height \( h \) is given by

\[
\text{NICS}_{zz}^{\pm \Delta}(h) = \int_{h - \frac{\Delta}{2}}^{h + \frac{\Delta}{2}} \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} \text{NICSD}_{zz}(\mathbf{r}; \mathbf{r}_R) \, dr_z \, dr_y \, dr_x.
\]  

(16)

If we divide space into such non-overlapping slices, centered at evenly spaced positions with an interval of \( \frac{1}{12} \) au, we obtain the results depicted in Fig. 5. These plots confirm that the contribution of the lower half of the \( \pi \) system is drastically reduced by increasing the height of the probe. They also indicate that the regions of maximum density of the \( \pi \) system have the largest contributions; however, non-negligible contributions occur up to and beyond heights of 4 au above and below the molecular plane. We note that the \( \sigma \) system also has non-negligible contributions that extend above the height where the \( \pi \) system has
Figure 5: The NICS$^{z,\Delta}_{zz}(h)$ shift contribution, equation 16, for non-overlapping slices parallel to the xy-plane at a height $h$ with a thickness of $\Delta = \frac{1}{12}$ au, centered on regularly spaced points with an interval of $\frac{1}{12}$ au. At each height $h$, the contributions are sign-resolved into negative (blue) and positive (red) contributions. The $r_{Rz}$ coordinate of the probe is given in the respective headings.
its maximum density.
**X-scan**

In order to identify ‘local’ and ‘global’ currents, Gershoni-Poranne and Stanger\textsuperscript{41} devised the XY-scan methodology, where the NICS-probes are placed along the x and y axes of a given compound (see Fig. 1 for the orientation of those axes). In an attempt to reduce the $\sigma$ contributions in the NICS$_{zz}$, they performed a series of scans at different heights above the molecular plane. At a minimal height of 1.7 Å (3.2 au) the $\sigma$ effects were no longer considered as significant, primarily based on the absence of a pronounced minimum over the carbon-carbon bond and the (qualitative) similarity with the NICS$_{\pi}$ profile.

If we compare the x-scan profiles of the orbital and sign resolved NICS$_{zz}$ in the molecular plane (Fig. 6) and at a height of 3.5 au (Fig. 7), we notice that the NICS$_{\sigma_{zz}}$ has a minimum above the carbon-carbon bond at both heights, but that this minimum is not reflected in the NICS$_{zz}$ at 3.5 au. However, the lack of a minimum in the NICS$_{zz}$ profile does not indicate that the contributions of the NICS$_{\sigma_{zz}}$ are no longer significant along the entire range of the x-scan. Indeed, although the NICS$_{\pi_{zz}}$ profile mirrors the NICS$_{zz}$ profile qualitatively at a height of 3.5 au, the NICS$_{\sigma_{zz}}$ has larger sign-resolved contributions than those of the NICS$_{\pi_{zz}}$ when moving beyond 4 au in the x-direction. We also remark that, in contrast to the z-scan profile, the NICS$_{\pi_{zz}}$ no longer remains negligible along the scan, with rising contributions starting around the carbon-carbon bond. As mentioned by Stanger\textsuperscript{41}, for the $\pi$-system this behavior is, in rough approximation, in line with the Biot-Savart law for induced currents within circular loops. However, the behavior of the $\sigma$-system is far more intricate and cannot be describe adequately by means of such simple models, even for a prototypical molecule such as benzene.

However, we can gain more insight into this behavior by investigating the underlying NICSD$_{zz}$-fields (Fig. 8), where the probe is sampled on two positions along the x-axis in the molecular plane. These plots reveal that, in contrast to the z-scan, the underlying shielding densities have very different shielding patterns depending on the position of the probe. In the case of the $\pi$-system, if we move along the x-axis, the probe is gradually deshielded, since the (same) underlying diamagnetic $\pi$-current is reflected to different extents in the NICSD$^{\pi,+}_{zz}$- and NICSD$^{\pi,-}_{zz}$-fields. Due to this behavior, we note that negative (positive) shielding values
Figure 6: X-scan of the NICS$_{zz}$ with reference points sampled at $r_R=(r_{Rx}, 0, 0)$ (au).

can no longer be directly related to the presence of induced diatropic (paratropic) ring currents or “aromaticity” (“antiaromaticity”).

We can again try to reduce the complexity contained in these plots by integrating over ‘slices’ of space, with each slice now oriented along the yz-plane with a thickness of $\Delta = \frac{1}{12}$ au (Fig. 9). As such, the shift contribution NICS$_{zz}^{x,\Delta}(d)$ of such a slice at a given distance $d$ along the x-axis is given by

$$\text{NICS}_{zz}^{x,\Delta}(d) = \int_{d-\frac{\Delta}{2}}^{d+\frac{\Delta}{2}} dr_x \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} dr_z \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} dr_y \text{NICSD}_{zz}(r; r_R).$$  \hspace{1cm} (17)$$

When sampling the probes in the molecular plane, the NICS$_{zz}$ profile has the largest similarity with the NICS$_{zz}^{\sigma}$, whereas sampling at a height of 3.5 au, the NICS$_{zz}$ profile has the largest similarity with the NICS$_{zz}^{\pi}$. This provides quantitative support for the findings of Stanger$^{41}$, who reported a greater qualitative similarity between the NICS$_{zz}$ and the NICS$_{zz}^{\pi}$ at larger heights above the molecular plane.
Figure 7: X-scan of the NICS$_{zz}$ with reference points sampled at $r_{R}=(r_{Rx}, 0, 3.5)$ (au).

Figure 8: Collection of cut planes, at $r_z=-0.5, 0.0, 0.5, 1.0$ and 1.5 au, through the NICSD$_{zz}$ field, equation 10, and the constituent orbital resolved NICSD$_{zz}$ field, as in equation 14, associated with probes positioned along the x-axis in the molecular plane (with positions mentioned in the captions (a) and (b)). See figure 4 caption for other details.
Figure 9: The NICS$_{xz}^x, \Delta$ shift contribution, equation 17, for non-overlapping slices parallel to the yz-plane with a thickness of $\Delta = \frac{1}{12}$ au, centered on regularly spaced points with an interval of $\frac{1}{12}$ au. At each $d$-value, the contributions are sign-resolved into negative (blue) and positive (red) contributions. The position of the probe is given in the respective headings.
CONCLUSIONS

In this study, we have shown that resolving the NICS$_{zz}$ into orbitals, sign, and positions allows us to gain more insight into its behavior in terms of resolved shielding contributions. We have shown that for benzene, the NICS$_{zz}$-value is made up of contributions from all current density patterns present. Increasing the height of the probe relative to the molecular plane invariably decreases the contributions of the $\pi$ system and, contrary to widespread perception, does not unambiguously increase its relative contribution. Our analysis also shows that a negligible NICS$_{zz}$-value does not necessarily indicate that the system behind this contribution does not play any role in the behavior of the NICS$_{zz}$. Indeed, the current density associated with a certain system can be reflected in highly complicated shielding patterns that happen to integrate to zero. Furthermore, that same current density can lead to very different shielding patterns depending on the position of the probe. These complicating features indicate that any analysis solely based on NICS$_{zz}$-values can lead to results that are difficult to interpret, even if the system under study is considered to be well-known.
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